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Bring strategy  
to action
i-nexus simplifies how you achieve your 
goals with solutions built to embrace 
the challenges of strategy execution 
and operational excellence

Solutions overview

i-nexus strategy software connect the dots for your goals across 
strategy execution and operational excellence.

With i-nexus, everything is crystal clear. Goals, portfolios, performance 
management and everything that matters is here and aligned to your goals.

Whether focusing on daily operations, seeking improvements to reach 
a state of excellence, pursuing significant strategic goals, or all three, 
i-nexus is the solution.

Let’s show you why.

Connect the dots
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Eliminate your execution gap

i-nexus shows you what’s causing your gaps, letting you focus on where to 
double-down efforts to improve, and keep track of the areas you’ll excel in

Strategy realization

i-nexus gives your strategy office the visibility and clarity needed to connect 
strategy to operations and hit targets

Cascade strategic goals

i-nexus helps you create clear goals and targets in every corner of your 
business, guiding the resources, programs, and reports key to your deployment

Know if strategy’s delivering

i-nexus uses every piece of data to create a picture of your strategy delivery, 
forming insights that mean you’ll always know whether your plan will succeed

One plan, one direction

i-nexus stops the jumping between spreadsheets and systems, so you can 
manage your plan in one location

Digitalize strategy execution

i-nexus replaces spreadsheets and integrates with your systems, creating real 
change with automated reporting, workflows, and processes standardization – 
the formula to drive home how you want to deliver your strategy

Overcome blockers

i-nexus brings together what makes your business your business – processes, 
languages, people – all aligned, ready to overcome blockers on the road of change

Respond with agility

i-nexus doesn’t just focus on today – you can build your next plans while 
executing today’s, helping you respond to whatever comes

Watch i-nexus on demand

Close your strategy-to-execution gap
Get everyone focused and collaborating on your strategy. Designed for strategy offices and transformation teams, you’ll have one 
direction, linked plans, portfolios, and performance metrics inside i-nexus, making for simple, effective strategy execution.

https://info.i-nexus.com/i-nexus-strategy-execution-demo-on-demand
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Hoshin Kanri
 

Remove Hoshin’s complexity with 
i-nexus, featuring the only rotatable 

x-matrix, catchball goal setting, 
automatic bowling charts, and 

all the tools needed to align your 
business to true north

Balanced Scorecard
 

Translate strategy into action with 
our balanced scorecard, allowing 

you to focus everything against key 
perspectives, while i-nexus cuts 
admin down to size and powers 

better decision-making

Your approach
 

i-nexus goes beyond Hoshin Kanri 
and Balanced Scorecard – meaning 

you can apply your own business 
or operating system, with all the 

benefits of i-nexus powering your 
strategy execution

Powering your methodology
Whether following Hoshin Kanri, Balanced Scorecard, or your own business system, 
i-nexus powers your approach.
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Focus on your plan
 
Our x-matrix puts you in control of building and 
delivering a focused, balanced plan.

That means focusing on where your team 
spends their time, balancing your resources by 
spotting execution overlaps, and delivering that 
plan with clarity of performance.

Our x-matrix opens up a world of detail to 
ensure you can spot what makes, or breaks, 
your plan.

The only rotatable x-matrix
 
The small things matter. So, unlike other 
x-matrix software or spreadsheets, the i-nexus 
x-matrix rotates, unlocking unmatched value.

Rotate the plan to the level you’re interested 
in. Experience an unlimited version of x-matrix 
planning. Go beyond the surface and pinpoint 
the operational barriers between you and your 
strategic goals.

With i-nexus, there’s no printing copies or a 
need to master spreadsheets. Everything you 
need is here.

Connectivity
 
Connectivity is at the core of our Hoshin Kanri 
toolset.

Our x-matrix isn’t just a planning tool. Build your 
x-matrix in i-nexus and you’ll enjoy automatically 
generated bowling charts based on your plan.

But it doesn’t stop there. You can build 
supporting projects, countermeasures, and 
metrics inside the x-matrix and bowling chart.

i-nexus is the place for your goals, cutting admin 
down to size.

Make Hoshin Kanri easier
Deliver well-balanced, connected, and transparent plans with the only rotatable x-matrix. i-nexus removes the complexities that 
come with Hoshin Kanri, keeping everything crystal clear, automating once-painful admin, and giving you back the time to think – 
and act – strategically.
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Operational excellence
Unlock repeatable value from operational activity. Built for PMOs and Lean, Six Sigma and process professionals pursuing an 
excellence mindset, inside i-nexus you’ll execute your goals across portfolios, programs, and projects, exactly how you want, 
accelerating delivery times, instilling best practices, and ensuring everyone’s work supports your strategic goals.

One location for excellence

i-nexus is the location for your projects and programs, so they no longer 
sit isolated in different software, folders, and spreadsheets, giving you the 
visibility, transparency, and common language needed to achieve excellence

Align operations to strategic goals

i-nexus gives your strategy office the visibility and clarity needed to connect 
strategy to operations and hit targets

Govern your processes

i-nexus allows you to implement workflows and approval processes to keep on 
top of policies being followed, driving accountability and standardization for 
greater results

Track performance

i-nexus ensures you can set meaningful metrics and KPIs for your team, 
baseline, and then track performance with operational scorecards for simple 
performance management

Respond to results

i-nexus gives you the tools to identify root causes, implement 
countermeasures, and track the impact of the solution so you can replicate 
them in the future

Unearth value

i-nexus promotes regular submission of performance data and journals to help 
forecast savings, track improvements, and prove financial impact and tangible 
benefits, automated and ready to integrate into your reporting

Bring ideas to life

i-nexus encourages your team to submit ideas that align with your goals, 
create projects to bring those ideas to life, and easily show how they have 
contributed to the bigger picture

Grow your skills

i-nexus gives your PMO, project, and Lean teams the tools to learn and mature 
according to your best practices, templates, processes, and methods, meaning 
you can deploy the right resources and skills within portfolios and projects
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The foundation for excellence

Use our best practices, workflows, 
approval processes, and software to build 
fundamental project management skills 
all the way through to a team of highly-
effective improvement professionals.

Inside i-nexus you’ll have everything you 
need to achieve excellence.

Align your work to  
strategic goals

 
Because i-nexus is a strategy execution 
solution, your improvement efforts will no 
longer be siloed.

Portfolios of projects will have clear traceability 
to strategic goals.

Teams will understand how their work 
contributes to the bigger picture. 

The same language, processes, and standards 
will be followed, creating a shared vision 
executed with focus.

Prove your value
 
With everyone and everything running through 
i-nexus, you have the information needed 
to control performance, overcome delivery 
challenges, and prove your value.

Automated reporting, scorecards, and a 
suite of benefit, impact, and financial metric 
visualizations, defines and demonstrates value, 
no matter the audience.

Cut down project delivery times, improve success 
rates, and achieve your improvement goals inside 
i-nexus.

Deliver excellence 
with i-nexus
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Kaizen 
Live Kaizen philosophy with projects and 
programs linked to eliminating waste and 

making daily improvements inside i-nexus, so 
that you empower your organization to create 
projects, document actions, analyze data, and 

drive strategic value

Lean
 

Deliver value stream projects to perfect flow and 
drive higher quality, executed and tracked within 

one system containing x-matrix, kanban, and 
deep project functionality

Six Sigma 
Run your statistical process analyses to 

eliminate and reduce variation in your 
processes with in-system templates for 

DMAIC, incorporating root analyses and FMEA 
functionality

Powering your approach
Whether it’s PDCA problem solving on the shopfloor, or cross-functional work at a value stream level, 
i-nexus brings everything together, no matter your approach.

Project management
 

Create simple projects based on your choice 
of tools, including PDCA, just do it, and DMAIC, 
with clearly defined charters, goals, schedules, 

metrics and kanbans to bring everything to life, all 
connected to your strategic goals

Process improvement
 

Identify problem processes using tools such as 
FMEA, 5 whys and 5S, find root causes, and fix the 

pain, with the efforts tracked within i-nexus for 
simple measurement and replication

Your approach
 

Built your own operating system? i-nexus isn’t 
limited to predefined methods. In fact, our users 

love our ability to customize and wrap the software 
around the way they achieve excellence
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One location for your all your tools
 
i-nexus gives you a canvas for planning, executing, and 
tracking your goals. 

More goals, less effort
 
i-nexus takes you from plan to action with strategic 
portfolio management tools. Group projects and programs 
into strategic portfolios, keep on top of investments, 
resources, and ensure a business agility that allows you to 
adapt to tomorrow.

Deliver more of your goals from your portfolios, like:
Plan 
Build well-balanced, transparent plans aligned to your 
strategy with our x-matrix, balanced scorecard, and 
portfolio tools 

Execute 
Manage and balance your portfolio, use project 
templates, monitor processes, and more to execute your 
goals with precision 

Track 
Automate bowling chart reporting, maintain performance 
with scorecards, demonstrate and link financial value, 
and build a culture of learning and achievement 

Transformation

Operational excellence

Mergers and Acquisitions

Revenue and CAPEX

ESGs

Private equity
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i-nexus strategy software is built with integrated 
features, scalable to your needs, and accessible 

from wherever you are.

Collaborate, customize, govern processes and 
approvals, all based on your ways of working, it’s 

all possible inside i-nexus.

i-nexus strategy software is AWS hosted, with 
disaster recovery capabilities, 99.9% uptime, ISO 
27001 certification, GDPR compliance, and more.

Your mission critical goals are safe inside i-nexus.

Matching your 
needs

Mission-critical 
safety

No matter where you sit, i-nexus helps you 
achieve your goals with solutions that fit your 
entire business - from your executive team to 

finance and the shopfloor:

i-nexus Workbench gives you the tools to 
deliver your goals

i-nexus Pulse makes it easier to update 
metrics and journals on-the-go

i-nexus Data Warehouse (IDW) unlocks 
your i-nexus data for adhoc reporting in 
your BI tools

Solutions for every part 
of your business
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i-nexus wraps around how you want to deliver 
your goals. Languages, locations, products, 

processes. Exactly how you want it. All inside 
one solution.

We use two decades of experience in strategy 
execution, Hoshin Kanri, Lean, and project 

management to help you overcome challenges, 
spot gaps, and accelerate success.

i-nexus is your single source of truth, connecting 
project management software, ERP, CRM, and other 

critical systems to give you a total view of what 
matters to deliver results.

We wrap around you We support We integrate

The i-nexus difference
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The key mission of my team is to meet strategic 
and short term goals. Every project is a step 

towards that goal, thus the project managers 
must ensure their projects align to our strategy 

and goals. If they do not, it leads to project 
overload and a waste of resources and team 

efforts. Without the linkage to long-term 
motives i-nexus gives us, our project portfolio is 

practically blind to our business.

Executive Sponsor, Industrial Engineering Company

Trusted by global organizations

Discover the better way to achieve your goals 
Watch i-nexus in action by visiting i-nexus.com today
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